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Abstract— In the Current Scenario Digitalization is booming 

in India as world as the World. Everything is available in the 

finger tips at the Moment. Banking Industry has shown a vast 

change in the last few Years. India’s Digitalization is the 

Initial and making a Big Change as well as developing the 

Digital Sector. Most of the Youth Prefer Digital Wallet rather 

than keeping Physical Money. This Paper mainly deals with 

how the Digital Banking has made an Impact on Youth, what 

do they Prefer. Services which the Bank Provide are Cost 

Efficient. Now a days it is a Mandatory for all the Banks to 

have an App as the Internet is also booming more people are 

also getting involved into such a Services as it helps to 

workout People to have a Banking Facility just being at 

Home. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital Banking is a part of banking where services are 

delivered over the Internet. As technology growing, digital 

platform is provided by the banks to deliver their services 

people who are in their youths are getting attracted to the 

internet banking services. The main reason behind 

involvement of youth on digital platform is that they are more 

familiar to technology. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. The Impact of Internet Banking on Bank Performance: 

Empirical Evidence from Indian Banks; Manjit Kaur Sidhu 

This Study is based on the The Impact of Internet Banking on 

Performance basically when we talk about India the Internet 

Banking was introduced in mid of 1990 and it will gradually 

increase by the year 2000. Indian Government introduced IT 

ACT 2000 that is for security of the public and after the year 

2010 Internet Banking is booming by the Internet Banking. 

Many facilities are given to public by which they will explore 

the banking models. Customers perceived Internet Banking 

to be useful because of the various facilities provided by it 

such as checking account balances, transferring funds, 

sending of monthly e-statements, applying for loan, online 

request for demand draft/cheque, online payments; mobile 

recharges; investment services; home mortgage; insurance 

and other financial services etc. 

B. An Empirical Segmentation of Users of Mobile Banking 

Apps; Shirin Alavi and Vandana Ahuja 

Internet revolution has changed the way of interaction of 

people. The major role was played by Mobile Technology. 

Mobile came in such a way that everything can be done on 

Mobile now. Mobile phone helped in banking system in a 

major way. Now people don’t actually have to rush to Bank 

to make any Transaction.  Banking online took a lot of time 

then rest of the things to come in action and mobile banking 

was hard to accept by people as they need 100% trust over 

their money. Indian banks have been able to lure Indian 

customers to the mobile banking apps for Enhancing Reach, 

Positioning Brands, stimulate impulsive buying and 

leveraging consumer interactivity participation. Mobile 

banking provides consumers different function which they 

can perform like Accounts and Deposit, Fund Transfer, 

Recharge, Bill Payment, Ticketing, Card and Loan, 

Investment, Insurance and Offers. There are various Mobile 

banking apps currently available in Market like iMobile for 

ICICI, Citimobile for Citi Bank and Freedom for SBI etc. As 

to conclude New Technology Application, Mobile Banking 

seems promising in the Financial Industry of India. 

C. Structural Changes and Performance of Banking Sector 

with Special Reference to Information Technology in India; 

Parveen Lata 

In terms of exceeding financial services had played an 

important role in banking sector. The change in the banking 

sector in India has turn drastically from traditional old system 

to information technology and is growing. The present 

scenario of banking is totally into technical language. The 

penetration of ATMs all over the India has increased 

drastically from 1999 to 2015. After ATMs the stage of net 

banking came into consideration which grabbed the attention 

of the customer, this was initiated by state Bank of India with 

high IT score. The changing in the sector made the 

government to get access the activities legal or illegal. After 

demonetization it made an easy way to identify. IT enables 

banks to offer better services to customers in a secure, reliable 

and affordable manner. According to the bank to promote 

digital payments, banks facilitate credit to customers without 

handling physical cash on one hand. Fund transfers through 

electronic clearance system were most prevalent in public 

banks. In this high technological world privacy of customers 

and security concern regarding information is major part as it 

reveals the confidential data if any mal practices occur. 

Therefore, banking sector has to ensure about the security and 

keep updates about the security concerns. In conclusion IT 

involving in banking sector would be easier and helpful for 

the customers to carry out the transactions only if they are 

highly secured.  

D. Intention to adopt internet banking in an emerging 

economy: a perspective of Indian youth; Rambalak Yadav, 

Vikas Chauhan, Govind Swaroop Pathak 

Banking sector is developing rapidly on the digital platform. 

Banking industry is experiencing advancement in the field of 

information technology. With digitalization banking sector is 

becoming more competitive, efficient & user friendly. The 

services provided by banks online are cost efficient and more 

convenient for banks customers. Providing internet banking 

is now a necessity for every bank. Internet banking is getting 

accepted in all over the world whether it is developed country 

or developing country. But in India growth of internet 

banking is low and slow. Only 7% people are using this 

facility as per Business Standards report 2011. The growth is 

low in India as it is a new concept but it is gaining momentum 
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with time. People are getting more familiar with technology 

the internet banking has also started getting some pace. As 

the digital banking is new for Indians it is necessary to know 

about the customer behaviour regarding this. Very less 

research has been done to know Indians behaviour towards 

internet banking as compared to other countries. 

For the purpose of studying customer behaviour 

regarding internet banking Theory of planned behaviour 

(TPB) and Technology acceptance model (TAM) are used. 

TPB is used to study people’s intentions and attitude towards 

wide range of fields whereas TAM is used to study people 

behaviour with respect to computers and information 

technology. 

E. The youth market for internet banking services: 

perceptions, attitude and behavior; Vinh Sum Chau, Liqing 

W.L.C Ngai 

With increase in technology in banking sector people from a 

specific segment are getting attracted to it. As more people in 

their youths are using internet banking services so it is 

important to plan proper marketing strategy which attract 

more youths. The main reason for targeting youths is that they 

are the future who will take loans and mortgage borrowings.  

Segmentation of banking customers are based on 

demography. Benefit segmentation is new and effective 

measure for segmentation because it focuses on the customer 

behaviour while purchasing a product or services. In banking 

sector 4 segments are made 1. Branch segment 2. PC segment 

3. Telephone segment 4. Internet segment. Youth falls in the 

convenience segment that are PC and Internet. With the 

segmentation of customers, it will be more convenient to plan 

effective marketing strategy.   

To demonstrate customer behaviour 2 theories 

Theory of reasoned action (TRA) and Technology acceptance 

model (TAM) are used to as guide to postulate an internet 

banking adoption research framework. 

F. ADOPTION OF INTERNET BANKING IN INDIA: A 

COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN RURAL AND URBAN 

BANKING CUSTOMERS; SHIVANGI AGARWAL, Dr. 

RAJESH KOTHARI 

Internet banking has transformed retail banking scenario in 

India. Banks are acknowledging the technological change, 

and are in the process of rolling online and mobile services. 

The adoption of Internet banking is gaining pace with the 

increase in internet and mobile penetration. But whether this 

adaptability differs between the banking customers of urban 

and rural areas is a big question and this study intended to 

bring out if there is any difference in pattern of usage of 

Internet banking among rural and urban customers. The study 

also investigates the customer perception towards internet 

banking services and identifies the main factors affecting the 

usage or adoption of internet banking. 

This study was mainly done across 210 Customers 

in the area of Jaipur and Meerut. The study shows us that they 

have a Positive Perception for Internet Banking Services. 

III. PURPOSE 

The first major Impact that Happened in the Banking Sector 

was the ATM in 19which allowed the People to have a 

Transaction Using an Automated Teller Machine. It also 

helped people to Deposit as well as withdraw Money. 

Internet Banking is one of the major revolutions that 

is Happening in the Banking Industry, it helps the People to 

just approach everything in a go under the Fingertips. 

Digitalization has got both Positive sides as well as the 

Negative.  

IV. DESIGN/METHODOLOGY/APPROACH 

The Research Design which is used in their report in 

descriptive research. In this Research we have used 

convenient sampling and Sample Size was 107 of age group 

20-26. By this Survey we wanted to show the preference of 

online services with youth and which services of banking they 

prefer most while using digital Platform. 

V. FINDINGS 

The Nature of this study is to understand how the Youth 

consider the Digital Bank in their Life. We get to know how 

the Youth feel about the digitalization in this Present 

Situation.  

We conducted a Survey among 107 Students with all 

being in an age limit of 20-26 out of which 59.3% were Male 

and 40.7% were Female. 

 
Out of 107 People 60.4% of the people preferred 

used Online Banking Operations for Paying Bills and 29.2% 

used it for Bank Transfer. 

 
65.4% People trusted the Online Operations of 

Banks while 33.6% said Maybe and 0.9% people said they 

don’t trust the Online Operations. 
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During the Survey when People were asked about 

the Main Disadvantages most of the People voiced about the 

Security Concerns in the Online Banking (50.5%) while 

18.1% of the People said No Disadvantages. 

 
29.2% of People said High Security would 

encourage them to use more of the Online Banking Services 

while 18.9% People said receiving rewards would encourage 

them to use. 

VI. CHALLENGES 

 The need for increased security; avoid Cybercrimes 

 Technological Updates 

 Delivering Services required at the right time 

 App should be perfect enough so that Customers are 

satisfied 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this fast-moving world, it is necessary to be on the toes and 

that is what technology is helping us to do. Digital banking a 

new technology is changing the life of the youth by their 

faster work and today’s youth want everything spontaneously 

and do their work on one click that’s why digital banking has 

changed the life and saves the time, by that they complete 

their work from any place just with the help of Internet. The 

use of technology in banking sector has reduced the time and 

provided banking services instantly.   
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